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Project Description

The authors discuss pre-construction wildlife data applications from three extensive highway mitigation projects in western North America.

Abstract

Wildlife crossing structures, in concert with fencing, are increasingly being installed along major highways in an effort to improve landscape permeability for wildlife movement. Few road projects, however, have conducted extensive wildlife monitoring prior to the implementation of measures designed to mitigate highway effects on wildlife populations. Pre-construction monitoring can potentially inform the location of wildlife crossing structures, and provides critical baseline data for evaluating the performance of mitigation measures. At the most basic level, pre-construction presence data yield important information about which species can potentially be expected to use structures. Further, although the use of crossing structures by wildlife can be documented during the post-construction phase, it is difficult to assess whether changes in wildlife crossing success have occurred without relevant baseline data. Baseline data are also critical for assessing the effectiveness of fencing in reducing the rate of animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs). Finally, pre-construction baseline data can be coupled with power analyses to help guide the intensity and duration of post-construction monitoring.

Our poster describes pre-construction data applications from three highway projects in western North America: U.S. Highway 93 in Montana, Interstate 90 at Snoqualmie Pass in Washington, and the Trans-Canada Highway in Banff National Park, Alberta, Canada. The first two projects employ data gathered specifically to meet pre-construction monitoring objectives, which include assessing wildlife-vehicle collisions, quantifying rates of wildlife movement across the highway, measuring wildlife crossings via the use of existing structures (e.g., drainage culverts), and evaluating population distributions of select focal species in the vicinity of the highway. Remote cameras, track beds, snowtracking, noninvasive DNA sampling, and telemetry are among the field methods used to acquire pre-construction data. In contrast, the Banff application employs models of pre-existing data to help inform the placement of crossing structures during a later phase of the project.

We discuss objectives, methods, and relevant findings from each of the projects described above. We also illustrate how pre-construction monitoring can be used to help address larger, population-level objectives regarding habitat connectivity and gene flow—including for low-mobility species. Lastly, we offer recommendations for those engaged in planning highway mitigation projects; for example, monitoring efforts must be designed to yield sufficient statistical power to detect differences between pre-construction and post-construction data.
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